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Abstract—Forty years of cross-disciplinary academic and in-
dustrial research & development work on radar tracking systems
is surveyed, starting from the former implementations based on
the α− β, the Kalman filter up to the modern implementations
based on random set filters.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Importance and challenges of radar tracking

From an industrial point of view, target tracking [1]- [6]

is a task of paramount importance in the operation of civil

and/or defense radar surveillance systems. From an academic

point of view, target tracking is also an estimation problem of

considerable complexity characterized by many critical issues

to be addressed such as, for instance, the presence of an

unknown and time-varying number of targets and of false

target returns (clutter) which unavoidably imply uncertainty in

the association of measurements to targets, the possible lack

of target returns (missed measurements), the unpredictable be-

haviour of targets, the finite sensor resolution, and many more,

which make the standard estimation tools not so powerful for

a satisfactory problem handling.

B. Interaction between industry and academia

The above discussed relevance and challenges of radar

tracking has encouraged through the years a strong cooperation

between industry and academia, aiming to develop high-

performance and computationally feasible tracking systems.

Fig. 1 schematizes the overall industrial development pro-

cess as a MIMO (multiple input multiple output) system

with several inputs from the external world also coming

from academia and several outputs (products & services) for

the market. The aim is clearly to offer adequate Customer

operational perfomance while maximising profits, revenues,

orders and minimising costs. A detailed picture on the way

the interactions between industry and academia take place

is provided in fig. 2. As shown in fig. 3, the interaction is

bi-directional with mutual benefits for both partners (cross-

fertilization).

Fig. 1. Industrial development process as MIMO system.

Fig. 2. Interaction between industry and academia.

C. The role of radar

The radar is a multi-technology complex system that trans-

mits radiofrequency electromagnetic waves toward a region

of interest and receives these electromagnetic waves when

reflected from objects in that region. Fig. 4 shows a variety of

radars designed and produced by Leonardo Company.



Fig. 3. Cross-fertilization between industry and academia.

Fig. 4. Radars developed and produced by Leonardo Company.

D. The role of target tracking and system baseline

Target tracking is a fundamental data processing task

in the operation of radar systems. Specifically, tracking is

the processing of measurements (detections) obtained from

possibly multiple sensors in successive scans. Its primary

aim is to estimate: the number of targets; target kinematics

(position, heading, speed etc.); target allegiance, class, etc.

(target identification usually requires multiple heterogeneous

sensors). Additional uses of target tracking are: scheduling of

resources (based on target priorities); helps ECCM (Electronic

Counter Counter-Measures) to manage the adaptive cancel-

lation schemes against jamming; adaptation of the detection

threshold. Target tracks consist of target state estimates and an

indication of estimation quality. A schematic of a typical radar

tracking system, getting plots from the radar signal processing

block and producing tracks displayed on the radar screen,

is provided in fig. 5. Notice, in particular, the presence of

a correlation (data association) block that aims to correctly

associate radar plots with the existing target tracks, and of a

filtering & prediction block that updates each target track with

the associated measurements as well as with a suitable target

motion model; further, additional logics is required for track

initiation and termination.

E. Retracing the evolution of tracking algorithms

Through the years, tracking algorithms have evolved taking

into account the increased performance demands and compu-

tational resources of radar systems. The former and simpler

tracker implementations make use of nearest-neighbor (NN).

data association and of the α−β filter [9], with constant gains

Fig. 5. Schematic of a typical radar tracking system.

α and β, for filtering & prediction. Unfortunately, single-scan

association techniques like NN, though computationally cheap,

are not able to recover from unavoidable instantaneous wrong

associations. Further, even a careful tuning of the α− β filter

might be insufficient to satisfactorily cope with the nonlinear-

ities and/or non stationarities of real-world tracking scenarios.

With the advent of more powerful computing platforms, more

sophisticated multiscan data association algorithms (e.g. multi-

dimensional assignment) and/or tracking filters - e.g. the

Kalman filter [10], its nonlinear extensions EKF (Extended

Kalman Filter) [11] or UKF (Unscented Kalman Filter) [12],

particle filters [7], [8] or Gaussian sum filters [13] - have been

implemented and incorporated in the radar tracking system.

For more critical surveillance scenarios, more sophisticated

algorithms that jointly perform data association and predic-

tion/filtering - e.g. JPDA (Joint Probability Data Association)

[14] or MHT (Multi-Hypothesis Tracking) [15] - are adopted.

Recognizing that target tracking can actually be viewed as the

estimation of a random finite set - whose number of elements

represents the unknown number of targets and whose elements

are the states of such targets - a more modern approach known

as random set tracking has been recently introduced [5].

II. FOCUS ON DATA ASSOCIATION

A. The problem

Data association is the process of collecting radar mea-

surements from a field containing one or more targets of

interest and then associate them to tracks of all observed

targets. In real-world problems the numbers of targets and

of measurements can easily make the number of possible

associations too large. For this reason, a common practice is to

apply some sort of gating before data association in order to

restrict the set of possible measurement-to-target associations

by excluding the ones for which the measurement is not

compatible with the predicted target state, i.e. falls outside

the target’s prediction gate. As well known, single-scan asso-

ciation techniques (e.g. NN) that only consider measurements

at the present scan are subject to limited perfomance due to

association errors. For this reason, multiscan methods that also



consider measurements collected over a given number of past

scans (scanback), have been developed.

B. Wide spectrum of solutions

There exist a great deal of data association techniques [3],

[4]. A first classification is among single-target and multi-

target techniques. The former proceed track-by-track in the

association so that when a given track is considered, the

presence of the other tracks is ignored. Conversely, multi-

target techniques carry out the association procedure jointly

for all tracks so that multiple (nearby) targets actually compete

for the same measurements. A second important distinction

is among soft-decision and hard-decision techniques. Soft-

decision techniques do not select a specific measurement for

a given track, but update the track state with a combination

of all measurements suitably weighted by their association

probabilities. Conversely, hard-decision techniques associate

to each track at most a single measurement, selected as the

one maximizing the association probability. Another relevant

distinction is among single-scan and multi-scan techniques.

The former only consider the measurements at the present

scan while the latter also consider measurements collected

over a given number of past scans in order to remedy pos-

sible previous association errors [15], [17], [18]. Well known

and commonly used data association algorithms are NN,

Global NN (GNN), JPDA [14], Multi Dimensional Assignment

(MDA) [19], MHT [15], Gibbs sampling assignment [16] etc..

C. A close look at MHT

MHT [15] is a powerful and sophisticated data association

technique in which alternative association hypotheses are

considered whenever there are measurement-to-track conflict

situations. Then, instead of combining such hypotheses as

in soft-decision methods, the hypotheses are propagated in

advance with the hope that subsequent data will resolve the

uncertainty [4]. Clearly, the number of hypotheses grows

exponentially so that suitable pruning techniques need to be

used in order to limit the size of the MHT tree (see fig. 6). Fig.

7 shows the effectiveness of MHT when dealing with closely

spaced target tracks then diverging.

Fig. 6. Multi-Hypothesis Tracking.

Fig. 7. Tracking crossing targets with MHT.

III. A TASTE OF TRACKING FILTERS

A. The problem

Another fundamental processing block of the tracking sys-

tem is the tracking filter/predictor which, for each detected

target, aims to recursively update the statistics of the kinematic

state making use of a target motion model and of the available

measurements. A quite general way to tackle the problem is

the Bayesian approach that aims to propagate the Probability

Density Function (PDF) pt|t(x) of the target state xt at time t

given the measurements up to time t along with the prediction

PDF pt+1|t(x) concerning the state xt+1 given the same set of

measurements. It is well known that - given the sensor model

yt ∼ ℓt(·|xt) expressing the probability that the measurement

at time t will take a certain value yt provided that the state is

xt and the motion model xt+1 ∼ ϕt+1|t(·|xt) expressing in a

similar way the probability that the future state will take value

xt+1 provided that the current one is xt - the Bayesian filter

obeys the following recursion [20]

pt|t(x) =
ℓt(yt|x) pt|t−1(x)∫
ℓt(yt|ξ) pt|t−1(ξ) dξ

pt+1|t(x) =

∫
ϕt+1|t(x|ξ) pt|t(ξ) dξ.

(1)

which is rarely solvable in closed form.

B. Available algorithms developed and tested along the years

Whenever both the sensor and the target motion models are

linear and the involved random processes have Gaussian PDFs,

all PDFs pt|t(·) and pt+1|t(·) turn out to be Gaussian and the

Bayesian filter becomes the Kalman filter [10] propagating

means and covariances of such Gaussians. The Kalman filter

is considered the workhorse of tracking and sensor fusion; it

remains optimal, as best linear unbiased estimator, for any

linear system irrespective of the noise distributions. In many

tracking scenarios, however, the assumption of linearity is

invalid so that nonlinear filters approximately solving (1) are

needed. The first nonlinear filter, employed by NASA in the

Apollo missions for navigation purposes, is EKF [11] which



relies on the linearization of the system model around the

current estimate. EKF amounts to a first-order approximation

of the moments (mean and covariance) of the target state

distribution. A better, second-order, approximation is provided

by UKF [12] which approximates the state distribution with

a small set of samples (called σ-points) suitably placed in

the state space. Both EKF and UKF are unimodal filters in

that they approximate the target state distribution as Gaussian,

i.e. having a single peak/mode. Many tracking problems are

intrinsically multimodal (e.g. passive tracking) and, therefore,

call for different estimation algorithms. In this respect, par-

ticle [7] and Gaussian sum [13] filters can be successfully

employed. The former represent the target state distribution

with a large set of randomly generated weighted samples

(particles) while the latter approximate the state PDF as a sum

(linear combination) of Gaussian components. Remarkable

practical applications are ballistic missile defence and tracking

for bistatic passive radar.

C. A close look at IMM

To deal with highly unpredictable, evasive targets with

strong maneuver capabilities it is advisable to consider mul-

tiple motion models (modes), instead of a single one, among

which the target behavior can switch. In such a case, the opti-

mal Bayesian solution requires conditioning with respect to all

mode histories whose number grows exponentially with time.

Hence, suboptimal approaches - among which Interacting

Multiple Model (IMM) [21] is probably the most successful

- are needed for practical implementation. Fig. 8 schematizes

the IMM filter consisting of a bank of mode-matched filters

along with blocks for updating the mode probabilities used in

the estimate-covariance combination and for calculating the

mixing probabilities used in the mixing block.

Fig. 8. Schematic of the IMM filter.

D. Open issues

Despite the long standing activity on target tracking there

are still issues that deserve further attention such as, for in-

stance, tracking of groups of targets, tracking of extended tar-

gets, tracking with superpositional sensors, distributed tracking

with sensor networks [22], etc..

IV. MULTI-SENSOR TRACKING AND FUSION

A. Motivation and system approaches

Multi-sensor data fusion is naturally performed by animals

and humans to assess more accurately the surrounding envi-

ronment and to identify threats or food, thereby ultimately

improving their chances of survival. Multi-sensor systems

comprise multiple radars/sensors providing target information.

The data obtained from each radar/sensor are merged with due

consideration over their differences in terms of measurement

accuracy, refresh rate, carrier frequencies, etc. besides the

information content. Netting, i.e. connecting sensors to form

a network, extends sensor coverage, increases opportunity

of detection and robustness of the track. The viewing of a

target from different aspect angles reduces target fades, glint

and terrain masking effects. Frequency and spatial diversity

provide ECCM capability in defense systems.

B. Active and passive sensor tracking fusion

A typical example of data fusion in radar tracking is

illustrated in fig. 9 where radar, IFF (Interrogation Friend or

Foe) and ESM (Electronic Support Measure) data are fused to

get improved tracking performance and target identification.

Fig. 9. Data fusion between radar, IFF and ESM sensors.

C. Practical examples of data fusion systems

An interesting application of data fusion systems is the

multiradar integration for vessel traffic management systems

illustrated in fig. 10. Fig. 11 shows another example concern-

ing fusion of data/images from sensors with different reso-

lutions and operational parameters which can be successfully

accomplished by means of the multiscale Kalman filter [23].

D. Multi-sensor registration

A key issue in multi-sensor systems is sensor registration

or grid locking which aims to align the data coming from

the reporting sensors in a common reference system free of

biases and registration errors. This is a necessary requirement

for the fusion of networked sensors. If not corrected, the

registration errors can seriously degrade tracking performance

and even introduce ghost tracks. There are essentially two

ways to proceed: relative grid locking aligns remote data to

local ones assuming that the latter are bias-free; absolute grid-

locking assumes that all the sensors in the scenario are affected



Fig. 10. Radar netting.

Fig. 11. Fusion of images from sensors with different resolutions.

by bias errors that must be estimated and removed. Among

registration errors are: attitude errors caused by a bias in

the gyroscope modelled as a rotation of the reference frame;

measurement errors, i.e. calibration or offset errors; location

errors, i.e. relative position errors caused by inaccuracies of

the navigation system, e.g. GPS. A commonly used batch

method for sensor registration is Maximum Likelihood (ML)

[24] which can be applied to incommensurate sensors like

e.g. radar (range-angle) and ESM (angle only). Given the

measurement history Y = {y1, . . . , yt}, the aim is to jointly

estimate the bias vector β and the target trajectory X by
(
X̂, β̂

)
= argmax

X,β
p (Y |X,β) (2)

An alternative approach, which can deal also with an incom-

plete data set, is Expectation Maximization (EM) [25] featuring

better performance but higher computational cost than least-

squares and ML.

V. KNOWLEDGE-BASED TRACKING

A. The rationale

A Knowledge-Based Tracker (KBT) [26], by exploiting

environmental maps as well as information on the targets

characteristics, should be able to: (1) reduce the number

of false tracks; (2) speed up and make more efficient the

initiation of true (target) tracks; (3) improve the life of

true tracks. The KBT achieves these goals by combining

the information coming from the radar sensor (e.g. echoes

from targets and clutter) with the contextual information (e.g.

geographic, meteorological, clutter and road maps) as well as

target characteristics.

B. The processing scheme

Fig. 12 depicts the processing scheme of a KBT, the

system’s core being the knowledge base which may include

information on: target priority; digital topography and terrain

cover maps with road overlays and locations of large stationary

discretes; clutter maps generated by radar providing absolute

CNR (Clutter to Noise Ratio) data and detection threshold

relative to system noise level; radar parameters; tracking data

from other sensors (including radar, IFF, ESM, GPS).

Fig. 12. Processing scheme of a knowledge-based tracker.

C. Application examples

A relevant application of knowledge-based system is A-

SMGCS (Advanced- Surface Movement Guidance and Control

System) which represents an integrated airport management

system (surveillance/control/routing) to support safe, orderly

and fast movement of aircrafts and vehicles on the airdrome

(see fig. 13). In this case, the surveillance requirement is

an accurate positional information of all movements of ve-

hicles on the airdrome. The problem is made difficult by

environmental factors (clutter, shadowing, multipath, echoes

from surrounding areas) as well as by targets (glint, multiple

targets, minimal separation). Performance can be significantly

enhanced by exploiting knowledge of the road-map as well as

by fusing data from multiple sensors (see fig. 14). Another

interesting example concerns tracking of a ballistic object

where, due to the reduced number of available measurements,

exploitation of prior knowledge of any type becomes of

paramount importance [27].

VI. SPACE SITUATION AWARENESS

A. Problem definition

Space Situation Awareness (SSA) [28] is a strategic capa-

bility for any space-faring nation for: (1) protecting national

space assets from collisions with space debris; (2) monitoring

re-entry objects in order to provide alerts in case of danger.

AESA (Active Electronically Scanned Array) radars are the



Fig. 13. Knowledge-based integrated airport management system

Fig. 14. Fusing data from multiple sensors.

best candidates for SSA mainly due to: (1) high elevation

beam steering and re-pointing flexibility; (2) remarkable com-

bination of antenna gain and transmitted power. In Italy,

since end of 2014, experimentations have been undertaken to

achieve the following objectives: (1) demonstrate some space

sensing capability exploiting existing national active phased

array radar of the class 3D long range with minimal tweaks and

adjustments; (2) demonstrate an initial integration capability

of the available long range radar network; (3) illustrate key

concepts and guidelines, as well as a feasibility study, for

future innovative AESA radars; (4) detect and track Low

Earth Orbit (LEO) satellites with an external cue command

derived by the NORAD (North American Aerospace Defense

Command) Two Line Elements (TLE).

B. Tracking algorithm

The classical ballistic target model is adequate to approx-

imate the motion of LEO targets within the few minutes

timeframe of the tracking task. A suitable EKF is adopted

in the core of the tracking algorithm [28].

C. An experimental campaign

In order to perform an experimental campaign:

• the timing, waveform and processing of the 3D radar have

been optimized for LEO satellite space objects detection;

• the 3D radar has been installed in a suitable national site;

• the Radar Cross Section (RCS) and orbital parameters

of identified targets have been taken as in the NORAD

catalogue;

• the satellite motion has been approximated via typical

equations of ballistic motions;

• suitable data processing has been applied and depicted

on a dedicated display.

VII. MODERN RANDOM SET TRACKING

A. Conventional vs. modern tracking

A natural way to look at multitarget tracking is the estima-

tion of a random finite set whose cardinality represents the

unknown number of targets present in the scene while the

elements of the set represent the kinematic states of the targets.

This is in contrast with the conventional, divide-and-conquer,

approach which attempts to decouple the overall multitarget

problem into multiple independent single-target (i.e. random

vector estimation) sub-problems.

B. Random finite sets

The key ingredient for a Bayesian formulation of multi-

object estimation poblems like, e.g., multitarget tracking is

the concept of Random Finite Set (RFS) which can take

as realization any possible subset of the state space with

finite cardinality. The mathematics of RFSs, also called FISST

(FInite Set STatistics), is comprehensively dealt with in [5].

An RFS X is probabilistically characterized by its set density

f (X ). In random set tracking, targets and measurements at

a given time can be regarded as RFSs. A nice feature of

this approach is that the RFS target dynamics can easily

take into account target appearance and disappearance, as

well as the RFS sensor model can easily account for missed

detections and clutter. In the Bayesian framework, random set

tracking amounts to propagating in time the density of the

current target RFS conditioned on the sequence of past and

present measurement RFSs. This provides update equations

for the set densities that are analogous to the ones in (1)

for the vector densities. Like association-based multitarget

trackers, the multitarget Bayesian filter turns out to be much

computationally heavier than its single-target counterpart due

to the necessity to consider all possible target-to-measurement

and target-to-target associations. To this end, approximate and

computationally feasible solutions of the multitarget Bayesian

filter have been developed - e.g. PHD (Probability Hypothesis

Density) [29], CPHD (Cardinalized PHD) [30], MB (Multi-

Bernoulli) [5], [31] and labeled RFS [16] filters.

C. A close look at the PHD filter

The PHD filter propagates in time a target intensity function,

defined over the target state space, from which the estimated

number of targets can be extracted via integration and the



estimated target states as peaks of such a function. The

Bayesian recursion for the intensity function turns out to be

dt|t(x) = (1− Pd)dt|t−1(x) +

Pd

∑

y∈Yt

ℓt(y|x)dt|t−1(x)

dc(y) + Pd

∫
ℓt(y|ξ)dt|t−1(ξ)dξ

dt+1|t(x) = db(x) + Ps

∫
ϕt+1|t(x|ξ) dt|t(ξ) dξ.

(3)

where: dk|t(·) is the target intensity at time k = t, t+1 given

all measurements up to time t; Pd ∈ (0, 1] is the detection

probability; Yt is the measurement RFS at time t; dc(·) is the

clutter intensity; Ps ∈ (0, 1] is the target survival probability;

db(·) is the target birth intensity. Notice that in the case of a

single-target (
∫
d1|0(x)dx = 1, db(·) ≡ 0, Ps = 1), no clutter

(dc(·) ≡ 0), perfect detection (Pd = 1 ⇒ Yt = {yt}) the

PHD filter reduces to the Bayesian filter (1) with the intensities

functions dk|t(·) equal to the PDFs pk|t(·). Hence, the PHD

filter can be viewed as a multitarget generalization of the

Bayesian filter encompassing missed/false detections as well

as target birth/death.

D. Application to traffic intensity monitoring

A natural application of the PHD filter is vehicular traffic

intensity monitoring [32] given measurements of vehicles’

positions provided, e.g., by cell phones. In this case, in fact,

the target identity is not relevant and a simple 3D plot of the

intensity (PHD) function dt|t(x) can provide, at each time t,

an effective picture of the current road traffic situation in a

given area, as shown in fig. 15. The problem has been solved

by exploiting a graph model of the road map and introducing,

in the PHD filter, constraints imposed by the road scenario.

Fig. 15. 3D plot of the traffic intensity for vehicular traffic monitoring

VIII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION AND LESSON LEARNED

A. Evaluation tools

Performance of tracking systems can be evaluated in many

different ways, e.g., by means of simulations, analytical per-

formance bounds like the Cramér Rao Lower Bound (CRLB)

[33], recorded live data, etc.. In particular, the Cramér-Rao

inequality, originally derived for static (parameter) estimation

and then extended to dynamic (state) estimation [34], provides

a fundamental limitation for a given estimation problem, i.e. a

bound on the mean-squared estimation error below which no

estimation algorithm can go.

B. Application of PCRLB

The PCRLB (Posterior CRLB) [34] makes it theoretically

possible to predict the best achievable MSE (Mean Square

Error) performance for a tracking problem. In fact, such a

MSE must satisfy the inequality

E
[(
xt − x̂t|t

) (
xt − x̂t|t

)T ]
≥ J−1

t

where the Fisher information matrix Jt can be recursively

computed for any given nonlinear state estimation problem.

The PCRLB has actually been extended to more realistic

tracking scenarios with missed detections [35] and cluttered

environments [36]. The availability of such a bound provides

many useful implications: (1) can identify scenarios for which

the state-of-the-art filter performance is poor when compared

to the bound; (2) can establish what performance is possible

given current sensor capability and also minimal sensor re-

quirements to achieve desired performance level; (3) can be

exploited for sensor management, e.g., for radar scheduling,

sonobuoy deployment, design of the observer trajectory, etc..

Notice that in multi-target tracking the PCRLB is not applica-

ble and the OSPA (Optimal Sub-Pattern Assignment) distance

[37] provides a valuable tool for performance evaluation.

C. Impact of implementation on live systems

Several limitations affect the implementation of tracking al-

gorithms on live systems: budget of errors, hardware/software

limitations and environmental limitations (clutter, multipath,

ducting, atmosphere nonlinearity/anisotropy, etc.).

D. Fusion system error budget

Fig. 16 shows how several factors (processing limitations,

ground truth complexity, environment, processing errors, sen-

sor errors) contribute to the overall fusion system error budget

(position and velocity errors, mis-classifications, false tracks,

missing targets).

E. Hardware & software implementation

Extensive use of Matlab © on state of art personal com-

puters is adopted in the design phase while C and C++

are commonly used for real-time implementation on suitably

selected hardware devices (network of boards and computers)

with resilience and reliability characteristics.

IX. CONCLUSIONS AND WAY AHEAD

Radar tracking is a challenging estimation problem with

many critical issues to be tackled, some of which are still open

to research for new and/or better solutions. Design of effective

radar tracking systems requires a mix of practical experience

and mathematical/programming skills, hence it represents a

field for joint work between industry and academia. Stochastic

filtering (i.e. the Kalman filter and its derivations) provides the

workhorse for radar tracking. The modern theory of random

sets/point processes is taking hold in radar tracking, due to its



Fig. 16. Budget of errors

inherent attitude to account for typical real phenomena (e.g.

target appearance/disappearance, missed detections, clutter,

spawning, etc.) in an unified Bayesian filtering framework.

Distributed fusion of information over a network of radar

tracking agents is also becoming an important topic, with many

practical issues to be addressed (e.g. scalability, robustness to

data incest, different fields of view, etc.).
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